ABOUT ECOLEARNING TOGETHER

We are a youth-led organization dedicated to tackling climate change, one step at a time. Understanding that we cannot change the world alone, our goal has been to help students throughout the world learn, rebuild, and protect ecosystems.

EcoLearning Together (EcoLearners) was founded on the idea that everyone should be able to be involved in climate activism. When looking for opportunities to fight the climate crisis, the founders of EcoLearners often found themselves unable to make the change they wanted to see because they were students with not much experience. Based in Kirkland, Washington, US, EcoLearners was founded as a small team project to host events in the nearby community and make a impact in local neighborhoods. It then grew to be much larger.

Everyone at EcoLearners is given equal opportunity to pitch their ideas and contribute, regardless of their experience. All volunteers are students, and are putting their free-time to create a better world for all. Each volunteer is extremely motivated, passionate, and hardworking to ensure that the youth of tomorrow have a brighter future.
Majority of EcoLearning Together’s annual expenses are spent on chapter activities which consist of hands-on restoration and cleanups. This restoration takes place in different locations, such as Cross River, Nigeria, New York, and California.

**Organization Impacts**

Throughout the 2022 Year, EcoLearners reached multiple countries and organizations to partner with to host projects. EcoLearners also expanded its youth network of environmentalists.

**Restoration**
- 1000 Trees Planted throughout the world
- 100 Different ecosystems worked with
- Average of 10 hectares cleaned at each chapter location

**Education**
- More than 10 different schools where climate education was implemented
- Reached more than 5,000 youth for educational posts and videos

**Annual Expenses**

EcoLearning Together also monitors how it reaches different youth across the world. This can be in different platforms, such as Instagram, FB, and Discord.